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BOUNDS ON THE MASSEs OF NEUTRAL 

GENERATION-CHANGING GAUGE BOSONS 

Robert N. CaIm 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California -

Berkeley, CA 94720 

~d 

Haim Harari 

Department of Physics 
WeizmannInstitute 

RehoVQt, Israel 

April 21. 1980 

ABSTRACT 

LBL-l0823 

The existence of several generations of quarks ~d leptons suggests 

the possibility of-a gauge symmetry connecting the different generations. 

[he neutral gauge bosons of such a scheme would mediate rare processes 
o ±+ + +-+ . 

such as KL '+- 11 e , K->- 1T e].l ., ].IN ->-eN ~d would contrIbute to 

~(~ - ~). We study these ~d other processes within a simple 

theoretical framework ~d derive bounds involving the masses ~d 

coupling const~ts of the generation-ch~ging gauge bosons ~d 

various generation-mixing ~gles. The lower bounds for the relev~t 

masses lie in the 10-100 TeV region. Various remarks concerning the 

relev~ce of these bounds to currently popular theoretical ideas ~d to 

future experiments are presented. 
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I, INIRODUCTION 

An outst~ding puzzle in particle physics is the apparent 

redund~cy of quark ~d lepton flavors. There appear to exist at 

least three "generations" of "fundamental" fermions, each consisting 

@f a tricolored Q = + 2/3 quark, a tricolored Q = - 1/3 quark, 

a neutral lepton ~d a Q = - 1 lepton together with their ~ti

particles(l). The first generation consists of u, d, ve ' e; the 

second of c, s,v].I'].I; the third of t(?), b,v , T. 
T 

The evidence_for 

this pattern is still incomplete, especially since there is no 

experimental proof for the existence of the t-quark. Nevertheless, 

alternative descriptions of the known fundamental fermions are, at 

best, complicated _~d unattractive, We shall, trere:IDre, restrict 

our attention to the "st~dard" scheme of three (or more) 

generations following ~ identical pattern. 

The concept of a "generation" is, at present, mostly intuitive. 

It is not well defined mathematically. The known Cabibbo mi;lting 

of quarks tells us that, even if we develop ~ exact me~ing to the 

generation concept, we must encounter "generation mixing": If we 

d~fine a generation as the set of quarks ~d leptons belonging to a 

representation of gr~d-unification algebra, such as SUeS) or 

SO(lO) , we find not only Cabibbo mixing but different generation

mixing for quarks on one h~d ~d leptons on the other ~d (2) . 

It is, therefore, clear that ~y hypothetical qu~tum number 

which we might use in order to label the generations cannot be ~ 

exactly conserved qu~tum number. At the same time, it is possible 

(~d even likely) that all mixing ~gles are small. :rn the limit of 
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no mixing, the generatipn!;i, could b.e w:ell defined, ~d the realistic 

case of small mixing would then be Toughly approximated by the ideal 

no-mixing assignments. 

The generation pattern may or may not reflect further substructure 

beyond the level of quarks and leptons. However, independent of 

the possible existence of such a substructure, we might expect to 

find some kind of an underlying symmetry w:hich relates the generations 

to each other or, perhaps, distinguishes among them. 

Such a symmetry could be discrete or continuous, If it is 

continuous, it mayor may not be a local gauge symmetry. If it is 

a local gauge symmetry, it maY still appear in, at le'aSt, two algebraic 

founs: 

(i) A complete "horizontal" gauge algebra H which commutes 

with all the gauge operators acting within a generation. This would 

lead to an overall gauge theory based on the group G®H where G 

is the (grand unification) algebra of one generation and H 

neutral gauge bosons which connect different generations (3) 

contains 

The 

main advantage of such a scheme is the natural appearance of identical 

generations. The main disadvantage is the severe restrictions which 

are placed on the group H, making it very hard to develop a successful 

model. 

(ii) An extended grand-unification scheme such as the ones 

based on SU(ll) (4) or 5OG4) (5) or 50(18), (6) in which several 

generations are assigned to one large representation, which we may 

call a "dynasty". In such a scheme there will again be gauge 

bosons connecting fermions of different generations. In some cases 

such a theory will actually have a G~H subgroup (for instance SO(14) 

has an SU (5) x SU (2) H subgroup). However, in general, this is not 

::. 
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necessarily the case. In fact, inside the large glOUp w:e may not 

always be able to find a closed "horizontal" algebra H, 

may find charged generation-changing gauge bosons. 

and we 

In the present paper we· shall be concerned with the possibility 

that there exist heavy neutral gauge bosons, connecting fermions 

of different generations. These gauge bosons may mediate rare 

processes such as ~N ~ eN, ~ + 3e, K? ~ ~±e+ K+ + n+e-~+ etc. 
L ' , 

In some of these processes (e.g. ~N + eN) only one generation

changing vertex occurs (Fig. la). In other processes (such as 

K+ + n+e-/) one fermion is "promoted" from the first to the second 

generation, while another is "demoted" Fig. Ib) 

In the limit of vanishing "generation-mixing" angles we may 

tentatively define a "generation-number" G such that G = Gl , G2 

for the first two fermion generations. Arbitrarily normalizing 

G2 - Gl = 1, we may classify (still in the limit of no mixing!) 

all generation changing processes according to their 6G values. 

A neutral "horizontal" boson may connect to each other two 

neutral leptons (N) or charged leptons (L) or charge 2/3 quarks 

(U) or charge - 1/3 quarks (D) . If both ends of the ''horizontal'' 

boson couple to the same type of fermions (e.g. L and L in 

]l + 3e, Fig. lc) we refer to the process as "diagonal". If the 

legs of the "horizontal" boson couple to two different types of 

fermions (e.g. L and D in ~ + ~e; Fig. ld) we refer to the 

process as "non-diagonal". 

In our classification Of processes according to tiG vlaues, it 

will prove useful to distinguish between diagonal and non-diagonal 

transitions. This is done in Table I. In the limit in which G is 
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conserved and there is no mixing, L'lG" 0 processes are forbidden. 

In the presence of generation mixing by'small angles ~i' a. IL'lGI 1 

process is "first-forbidden" and its amplitude is proportional to 

some combination of the 6i. Similarly, IL'lGI = 2 amplitudes are 
2 of order 6 , etc. 

Within a wellcdefined theory, the present limit for the rate 

of a given rare process may lead to a' bound? on g~/M2. Here gH is the 

gauge coupling of the ''horizontal'' generations"changing neutral boson 

H and M is either the mass of the ''horizontal'' boson or some 

parameter charactecizing mass-differences among such bosons. 

We do not have a well-founded theoretical prejudice for the 

expected magnitude Of gH or M. One guess may be gH ~ gw' where 

gw is the standard electroweak coupling. In some technicolor schemeJ~ 

we may actually expect gH> gW' since gH is a "strong" coupling. 

~ the same technicolor models, ~ may be expected to lie somewhere 

around 10-100 TeV, although it is not very hard to push it to higher 

values. 

The bound obtained for each process depends on the specific 

model and, in IL'lGI" 0 cases, on the values of generation

mixing angles. However, some of our results appear to be quite 

general and they provide useful restrictions on interesting classes 

of models. In particular, some of our bounds on g~/~ are quite close 

to the range of values mentioned in the preceding paragraph. We, 

therefore, believe that a phenomenological analysis of these processes 

is worthwhile. 

In the next section we specify the extremely simple theoretical 

framework within which we perform our analysis. We define the 
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the generation-mixing angles and dis.tinguish, among sever;!l schemes 

according to the "horizontal" boson mass spectrum. 

Section III is devoted to an examination of six reactions which 

we find to ,be the most useful: 

(i) ~ + /e+ 
+ +, - + 

(ii) K + 'IT e II 

(iii) ]IN + eN 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 

- ~ + 
II + eee 

II + e y 

o 0 
L'lM(KS " KL) 

Finally, in Section IV we discuss the implications of our 

results. 

IT • FRAMEWORK 

In order to study a specific situation we choose to consider 

a theory based on a large gauge group G(8)H where G acts within 

a generation and H is a horizontal gauge group containing neutral 

generation-changing gauge bosons. The group G presumably contains 

the standard electroweak algebra SU(2)w'" U(l). For simplicity, 

we shall assume that H is anSU(2) algebra (3) which we label 

SU(Z)H. For the present, we shall ignore the,distinction between righ~ 

handed and left-handed fermions, and pretend that both are members of 

SU(2)W doublets. As an additional simplification, we shall limit 

ourselves, at first, to two generations, Later, we shall comment on a 

more realistic situation. 

Since SU(Z)W and SU(Z)H commute, we can choose a basis of 

particle states which has simple transformation properties under 
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both groups. Thus we indicate by L~ and L~, the "primitive" 

electron and the "prin)itive" muon, Both are T3 ;:· 1/'Z eigenstates. 

They are e.igenstates of the' SU(Z)H generator, 

- J/Z and + l/Z respectively, and H+L~ = L~, 

H3, with eigenvalues 

etc. Similarly, we 

d f · 1.. •• NO . .0 ° ° ° e me tl:,te. pnrrl1tve states l' NZ; Ul ' UZ ; Dl , ° DZ for the neutral 

leptons and the quarks. All these states are eigenstates of T 3 

and H
3

. However, in general they are not mass eigenstates. 

The mass eigenstates N, L, U, and Dare 

related to the primitive states NO, LO, UO, and DO by a unitary 

transformation: 

D [N 'J [NO] 
-L -UL ' ° 

F = U = 'ltU" ~o :: 't(Fo , 

D • ttD DO 

(1) 

where the unitary submatrix t{N acts only on the neutral lepton 

subspace, and so on. 

In,the primitive basis, the charged weak current is very simple: 

J pOT FO 'i\fioooflo ' 
+ + 1.-..;;""':;:"'" 

~o I 0 0:] [NOJ o 0 0 0 LO 

0001 UO 

0000 ° 
D 

In the mass eigenstate basis we have: 

J+ = ·f'\.(.T.}ltF =:NLfTJ5', fo'UNJ't 00 l[NJ 
o 0 O~rt .'nt L o 0 O~ 
o 0 00 U 

D 

(Z) 

(3) 

-:' > 
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The combination CUu,pt is the usual Cabibbo mixing matr:j.x: 

In the two.generation case it is a unitary Z x Z matrix. The overall 

phase of the matrix is uninteresting so we may consider the matrix simply 

to be a member of SUeZ). We may' parameterize it'with Euler angles: 

'LtlU,Dt =exp(.iaun H3) exp(- iBUD HZ)exp(· iyutJ H
3
). (4) ... 

The first and last factors have no physical significance and can 

be absorbed by the phases of the basis states U nad O. Evaluating 

the remaining factor explicitly we see that 

B 
un 26 Cabibbo - 26° (5) 

Of course, the contributions to the neutral weak current are not 

changed in form by the mass-diagonaUzing matrix 1.(; 

J 3 
pOT FO 

3 Ftcr3~tP 

J pOFo PF 
° 

FT3F, 

(6) 

The horizontal currents again have an especially simple form in 

the primitive basis: 

J~ pO H. FO =,' N°iooofl
C,' [i J [0], 

1 1 H. L ° 
1 
H. UO 

1 ' 

H. DO 
1 ' 

where, in the two-generation case: 

1 
Hi 7: 0i' 

(7) 
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The horizontal bos.ons presLUI1Clbly obtain their masses by spontaneous 

symmetry breaking. In general, the three bosons associated with SU(Z)H 

need not have the same mass. Indeed it is possible that all three masses 

are different. In general, then the horizontal bosons give rise to 

the following 'effective Lagrangian (we suppress the space-time 

structure): 

of 
Z 

gH 
T (8) 

3, Z 
~ pOlf.Fo (M. ) - pOH" FO 

i=l 1 1 1 

where gH is the gauge coupling constant, analogous to the electro

weak coupling gw and Mi is the mass of the gauge boson Hi' 

Consider first the possibility that all three horizontal 

bosons are degenerate. Then Eq. (8) becomes 

Z 
gH c1 ~ 

pOHFo'P%F° - -' 

or in terms of mass eigenstates 

gH c{ z 
. ~ P't{H"-l tF Ftt!:'ttF. 

(9) 

(10) 

It is apparent that the interaction, Eq. (10) conserves the primitive 

generation number, that is, there is a global SU(Z)H ,symmetry. 

The conserved quantum number G is defined here for the primitive 

eigenstates and is equa"iI. to H3. :Conservation of G is broken because 

of mixing. For eXIDWJle, consider the 
Z 

/J gH - L Lt 
P) LD = ~ L'U.-~ 'It L 

L - D, term in Eq. (10): 

t 
fi 'U. ~ tt> D. (11) 

(~ ~ .. 
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This would contribute to processes like I\'" l.I±e +, We may 

rewrite this as 

Z 
~ = gH LH~L 

LD ;;-

_ D t t 
DU U L WUL \..tDD ,.. 

t 

(lZ) 

The matrix ~1 ~D is analogous to the Cabibbo matrix, but represents 

the relative orientation of L and D rather than U and D. It 

permits violation of G conservation. However, we now see that for 

diagonal terms like L - L or D - D, G is exactly conserved. An 

especially important consequence is that if there is complete degeneracy 

of the horizontal hosons, there is no contribution to the KL - I<s mass 

difference (Fig. Ie) or to 1.1 ... 3e, (Fig. lc) etc. 

As in the case of the Cabibbo matrix, the overall phase of 

~tPt is insignificant, so we can take the matrix to be an 

element of SU(Z) , in the two-generations case: 

"tttPt exp(- ia.uJ13) exp(- i 13ufIz) exp(- iYLDH3). (13) 

The factors containing YLD and a.LD may be absorbed into 

redefinitions of the phases in D and L, respectively. An 

explicit evaluation of Eq. (12) yields 

i13--H -i13 ~H_ - - ,W"Z . LlrZ 
LHL De He D 

1 Z 13LD 
"2" cos -Z- [UiLfiH_D + LH.L DH+Dj 

1 Z SLD [- - - - ] - 2" sin ·_z- " LH_LDH+D + LH_L DH_D 

+ cos i3 LH3L fiH3D 
LD 

+ i sin 13LD [1Rf D(H+ + HJD -f.CH+ + HJL fiH~ (14) 
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As anticipated in oUI: introduction, in the smaU ~LD limit, the 

\1I G\ = 1 amplitudes are proportional to i3 LD and the \AG\;= 2 

amplitudes are proportional to i3[D' 

A similar analysis can be obtained for the L-U term. However, 

if we consider both the L-D and L-U terms at once, as we must 

in the coherent capture of a jJ by a nuc1eus with conversion to an 

electron, we cannot absorb both ~U and ~D into the phases of L. 

If we absorb ~D into L, we have 

P . _ g~ _ [- ii3LDHZ -iI3LDH2 
d) LU+LD - MT LtJL lDe ~e D 

- ii3L~2 i(aLU-aLD)H3 -i(~U-~) H3 -i~L~2J ' 
+ Ue e!ie e . (IS) 

The explicit evaluation of this interaction yields Eq. (14) plus the 

L-U interaction 

e{LU 

2 
- gH f 1 2 i3LU Lia - --:-:r '2" cos -2- F LH L UH U + M ,+ ~ 

e -ia LH_L U1\U 

+ cos f1.u LH3L UH3U 

1 ,2 Br.u I ia - - -ia - - 1 - '2" sm Zle LH+L UH+U +' e LH_L UH.U . 

+ sini3LU [f:H3L O(H+ + HJ u-Ja LH+LUB3u-e-
ia

LH_L UH3ulJ. 

(16) 

Here a = ~U -UoU· For a process involving only ,L-U interactions, 

the phases in Eq. (16) are unimportant, but for a process involving 

both L-U and L-D, a is physically significant. 

.)- )~ 
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To summarize the mixing angle arrangement for an SU(Z)H model 

for two generations with three degenerate gauge bosons? we note that 

the diagonal interactions (L~L,D_D, etc.) conserve G so there is 

no contribution to the KL -KS mass difference nor is the decay· 

\.l -+ 3e induced. The non-diagonal processes (L.D, L-U) violate 

G-conservation through mixing angles. 

Let us turn now to the case in which two of the horizontalbosons 

are degenerate, with mass M? and the third boson has a different mass, 

M3. We choose the generator H3 to go with the non-degenerate boson. 

Then the interaction is 

2 

cJ{ = . ~ [riC 2Fo~qFo~0 + eM; 2 - rI(2)fi1:!3FopOH3FO] • (17) 

The second term induces violation of G-conservation even in diagonal 

interactions. We can make this explicit by writing 

+ 
[oH LO = L1A~ ltL L 

3 3 

where -u. L can be expressed as 

1.(L exp(- iaLH3) exp(- i13LHZ) exp(- iYLH3) (18) 

Now the rotation by YL has no effect and the. rotation by aL may 

be absorbed into the definition of 1. Thus the interaction is 

proportional to 
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- -i~LH2 iBLH2 2 
(Le . H3e L) co; BL LH3L f.H3L 

1 2 - - - -
+ 2 sin BLLH+L LH_L + sinBL cosBL LH3L L(H+ + H_)L 

1 . 2 -
+ 4" Slll ~L (LH+L LH+L + UI_L LH_L) (19) 

This would induce the decay ~ + 3e and the transition between 

muonium (~+e-) and anti-muonium (~-e+). An analogous term for 

D-D would contribute to the KL-KS mass difference. It is useful 

to define: 

{).-2 M-2 --2 
3 - M 

The bounds on the "diagonal" processes then serve as bounds on 
2 2 
gHgH 
-;;: rather than on ~ . 

(20) 

The breaking of the degeneracy among the three horizontal bosons 

is enough to insure the existence of G-violating terms even in the 

diagonal interactions. It is possible to consider the case in which 

all three horizontal bosons are non-degenerate. Of course this will 

induce G violation in both the non-diagonal and diagonal terms. 

All three 6£ the horizontal bosons wOuld then be self-conjugate. 

While there would be more parameters characterizing the horizontal 

interactions, they would be qualitatively the same as for the case 

with two degenerate vectors. 

Thus far we have ignored the chiral structure of the models. 

There is impressive evidence that the SU(2)w assignments of the 

c ," 
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fundamental fermions are simply that all left-handed fermions are 

doublets and all right~handed ones are singlets, that is to say, 

the SU(2)W interactions are V-A. For our horizontal interactions 

we shall consider two possibilities. Intuitively, a pure V inter" 

action seems more plausible, since the V- A structure might be 

expected to be unique to SU(2)W' and we think of both the Tight and 

left handed pieces of the muon as being in the second generation. 

Nevertheless, we shall not stick only to this assignment, but shall 

consider V-A also, especially when it is easier to calculate. In 

most instances we expect the V-A and V theories to give similiar 

results (with an important exception: It' + e~). 

The examination of SU(2)H above suggests some basic features 

which we should incorporate into our analysis in the following 

Section. Our intent is to avoid choosing a specific model (such as 

SU(2)H) but we shall abstract from what we have learned above. 

In particular, we shall adopt Eqs. (14) and (16) as describing 

the L-D and L-U interactions. As usual, a y~ is understood to 

lie between the spinors. If the interaction is V-A rather than 

V, each spinor is understood to have a (1 - YS)/2 attached to it. (8) 

We have in mind that the Bi are small and of roughly the same size as 

9c ' as suggested in the Introduction. 

For the diagonal interactions, there are two terms. . The first 

is the G-conserving piece. The second arises from some explicit 

breaking of the global symmetry and violates G. We write the sum of 

the two as 

r{ L-L = 

2 

gH 1HL 'LHL + ,2 _ ",. 
2M 

2 
gH L- - 1.2--
-2 [cos~LLH3LLHf+ 2 Slll BLlli+LLH_L 
2{)' (21) 

+ sin~ CQsBL 1H3L 1(H+:" HJL-+-} sin2BL (LH+L 1H+L + :i.H~L LH_L)], 
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with similar expressions for the D-D and U-U interactions . 

While these choices are based on the SU(Z)H model 1 we 

expect they are appropriate to a broad class of models. With a 

sufficiently explicit model, we could hope to predict the 'various' 

mixing angles which we have left as unknown parameters here. 

The case of three or more generations is similar to the one 

discussed above except that we start with three or more "primitive" 

leptons and quarks, H. 
1 

is not given by 0i but by a higher 

SUeZ) representation, there are many more mixing angles and phases, etc. 

However, the'main qualitative features remain unchanged, and the 

expressions derived for the case of two generations, probably still 

serve as a good approximation. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL LIMITS ON GENERATION CHANGING CURRENTS 

.,0 + + - + A. llG '" 0 Nondiagonal Processes: II.L -+ e]l, K''''' 1[ e ]l . 
0++, + + - + . 

The decays KL "" e-]l and, K .... 1[:e fl vlOlate the,sepa,rate 

conservation of muon and electron number. 'Stringent bounds for the 

branching ratios for these decays have been established experimentally~,lO 

+ -
BR(K~ .... e -]l +) <1.6 XlO-9 , (ZZ) • 

+ + - + BR(K .... 1[ e ]l ) <4.8 x 10-9 . (Z3) 

Horizontal bosons would be expected to induce such decays. 

Consider first the decay ~ .... e-fl+. Since the ~ is a 

pseudoscalar, this process would not be induced by a pure vector 

interaction coupling d to s and e to fl. It could be caused 

» 
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by a pure vector interaction mediated by a charged "leptoquark" 

vector boson which coupled e to d and fl to s. We shall not 

consider such charged vectors here, assuming that they' are extremely 

heavy as demanded by grand unification schemes. We therefore confine 

ourselves to the sort of vectors discussed in ti1e preceeding Section 

~ig. lb, ld). Let us suppose, however, that there is a V"A interaction 

Z 
jJ gH 

d) = ~ 
1 ~ 
2"cos:@;LU 

Z 
gH 

IJI LIJH+D"" ~ cosZ8LU(eLYfl]lL)(SLy~dL)' (Z4) 

which may be compared with the usual charged weak current 

interaction which is responsible for the dominant decay K+"" ]l+v 
]l 

~ 
Z 

gw 
-'2 
a-.1iv 

- " - (;l 
sinec \ty~~ ~y uL 

We shall assume that cos Buf 1, 

Z 

so we have 

or 

r(~ .... e-/) 

r(K+ -+ / vfl) 

.g Z 
( H 1 2iiB 

sin2e c 

~ > 36 TeV I :: I . 

We have taken Mw = 85 GeV. 

2 
gw )2 

(ZM;; 

< O. COx 10-9 

(Z5) 

(Z6) 

+ + - + 
The decay K .... 1[ e]l can occur through purely vector currents. 

- 'h - d + 0 + ,Let us compare 1 t to t e conventlOnal K 3 ecay: K .... 1T fl\!. 
e fl 

We take as our horizontal interaction 
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(eYex~l) (syexd) (27) 

while the weak interaction is again -given by Eq. (25.), Only the 

vector part of V-A contributes to the hadronic weak current, 

reducing by, } the rate relative to a pure V interaction. The 

leptonic current factor in the rate is also smaller by } for the 

V-A case than in the pure V case. An additional i is generated by 

the requirement that the final state pseudoscalar be the nO and not 

the nO. The total of these effects is a reduction by 16 for the 

V-A case. 

or 

AI together then, we have 

+ + - + r(K +ne IJ ) 

+ 0 +r (K + n v IJ ) 
IJ 

2 

=(~) 2 

< 1. 5 x 10-7• 

~ > 18 revl:: I 

1 
l6~ 

SIn c 
(~)2 

W 

(28) 

(29) 

B. ·1l:.Gt=· 1 NdndiagdIial ProcesSeS: ·J,iN+eN 

Muons ,\Ihich come tq rest in matter either decay or are captured 

by nuclei. In the capture process, charge is transfered to the nucleus 

.~- 'ti 
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so the process is incoherent to a very good appro~imation. Horizontal 

bosons. can mediate the conversion of a muon to an electron in the 

presence of a nucleus (Fig. la). This neutral current process can 

occur coherently. Since the muon is decreased in generation number 

while the nucleus is unchanged, the process has 6G = - 1. The 

natural basis for comparison is the relative rate of muon to electron 

conversion as measured against ordinary muon capture. Certain common 

factors, like the muon density at the nucleus, are cancelled in the 

ratioQl~ 

The effective Lagrangian for ordinary muon capture is 

t 2 
, gw - 1 -

=:-:-.2 vLY~L T nyex(&y - gAYS)P. 
. 21''w 

(30) 

For the horizontal interaction, let us consider a pure V theory 

(the axial current is not so enhanced by coherence in any event). From 

Eqs. (14) and (16) we have 

~.. g~ 
= - :::z 

2MH 
eyAIJ [sinBLDd (- }JyAd 

+ sin· Bw-h u (- }h\t] 

2 
_gH 
= -=-:2 

2MH 

1 - 1-'" A -iex 2' ey A IJ PY P (2 sinl3llJe + sinBLD) 

). - iex 1 + nY-h(sin\ue + 2 sin13 LD) • (31) 

The capture rate for the ordinary process maybe determined from the 

standard formula 
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r 2 
pqv !$(O)! q v (32) 

where the product 0 • v is evaluated for the scattering process in the 

limit of zero incident energy. - For the charged current_ process we find 

2 n 2 - 2 
m 2 2 (- gw) 

OV .., 2"~- (~+ 3gA) _ 8~. (33) 

Assuming a nucleus with equal numbers of protons and neutrons we find 

the coherent rate for muon. to electron conversion by analogy: 

2 22 

( 11\, (ngH\ Z2 32 \ . -ia. I 
oV)lJN+eN" h ;r J sm8uf + sin 8LD 

2 
·(34) 

In fact, we' have neglected an important correction for each of the 

processes.- For the cohorent process we must include a nuclear form 

factor. For large Z, this reduces the rate by a factor of about 

6/Z nl~ For the incoherent process, the rate is reduced by an 

exclusion prtrtciple factor: if the neutron which is converted into a 

proton is in a state already occupied by a proton, the conversion is 

prohibited. This reduced the charged current rate by a factor of 

about l/Ifll). Altogether, then we calculate a ratio 

r (lJN -+ eN) .., 6 
r (lJN -+ VN) (2) 

9Z2 IsinSLUe-ia. + 
8 ' 

1 2 
Z '4 (1 + 3gA) 

2 ,;2 2 2 2 
sinsLDI (~) (;r) . (35) 

The most recent experiment finds an upper limit of 1.5 x 10-10 

for the relative rate.(12) Combining these numbers we find 

:' > 
20 

-lgH II· -ia.. <> I ~ ~ > 85 _TeV g S1n 8Lif + sml>LD 
- W 

> 85 TeV 1::llsinBw - sin8LDI ~ (36) 

c; IllG!=1-Diagona1Prdcesses: lJ -+3e;f,i+ey 

We turn-next to the IllGI = 1 process lJ -+ 3e. This is a diagonal 

process, invo~ving only ,charged leptons. Thus it occurs only if the 

global symmetry is broken, say, by a mass splitting among the 

ht'oizonta1 bosons. Borrowing from our study of SU(2)H' we write the 

interaction as 2 
gH -2 - - - a 

= ~ II sm8Lcos8L lJLYa.~LeLY eL (37) ~ 

We have taken a V-A interaction to facilitate comparison with 

the dominant decay, ).i -+ evv which is induced by 

2 
..Igw--. - a. 

t1 = ~~ lJLYa.vlJLveLY eL (38) 

The limit on the branching ratio, then, is 

2 2 
r(lJ -+ 3e) = (~) [~ll-212 
r(lJ -+ evvl gw 

_ 2 2 -9 
sm 8Lcos 8L < 1.9 x 10 ,(39) 

"-:. 
where tlie experimental limit is taken from Ref. 13. To express this 

in a form similar to our previous limits, we write 

,gH 
II > 13 TeV Isin8Lcos8LI'2 Igw l (40) 
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The usefulness of this limit is reduced not just by our ignorance 

of the precise relation between, f;; and Mll but also because 8L 

could be small or even vanishing! 

A frequently discussed rare decay is ~ + e;. We calculate it 

from the diagrams in Fig: 2. The diagrams are separately divergent, but 

a GIM-like mechanism renders the sum finite. We calculate in a pure 

vector theory with a single vector boson which is supposed to mimic 

the effect of the symmetry breaking which permits the If;;GI = 1 process. 

We take the coupling of this single horizontal boson to be 

gJic.I,OH3 y CtL 0 1 -
gJiCt [ 7(llY~ - eyQe) coS8L + CityCte + eyCtll ) sillf3L Jetl) 

In keeping with the spirit of our discussion of symmetry breaking, 

we use for its mass 

~. f;; (42) 

so that this interaction would generate the same effective four fermi 

expression as in Eq. (37). After a tedious calculation, we finJ141 

r(ll+ey) ~'Ct 2 -2 2 2 . 2 5 -.- 4[gH 1:1 ) cos 8Lsm BL m.. , 
2567T I-' 

(43) 

so that the branching ratio is (IS) 

BR(ll + ey) 2:Ctcos2sLsin2Bd::f < 1.9 x 10-
10

,(44) 

or 

1 IgHI f;; > 11 TeV Isin8Lcos8LI~ gw . (45) 

Ij .... _ ~~ 
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D, . I f;;G I =2 DiagomilProcesses ; 1:1M(.K~--=----!~l, 

The KL - KS mass difference was used by Lee and Gaillard before 

the discovery of the w-particles to estimate the mass of the charmed 

quarIP6~ Rema;kably, they found a value of about 2 GeV. We use 

this' success to argue that any additional contribution to the mass 

difference from the horizontal bosons (Fig. Ie) cannot be much bigger 

than the contribution of the charmed quark. Thus we compare the Gaillard

Lee Lagrangiru\16) With our diagonal term D - D using a V-A inter-

action for convenience: 

2 .~ 
I'

g
w (Ct) 7-:-z ef\ , -:z 4n M".sin a

W 
G- L Sl'W -1v 

2 .2 [- 1 )2 cos a sm a Sty .,,-(1 -Y.5)d , c c II L 

(46) 

~orizontal 
2 

gH -2 . 2 "1 2 
8 f;; sm 8D [5yll"Z"(1-Y5)d) (47) 

Thus we find, equating the strength of the two interactions, 

f;; > 400 TeV J !: I sinBD • (4S) 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The results of Section III are summarized in Tables II and III. 

In each case we used either V or V-A, and the clni.cewas dictated 

by convenience rather than by any deep physical principle. However, 

except for the case of K + lle, the bOlmds on M or 1:1 are modified 

by no more than a factor of two when we switch from V to V-A or back. 

All bounds are given in terms of gH which is likely to be of 
gw .g 

order one,or a bit larger. If we arbitrarily assume that J:!. 1 
gw 
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and all angle factors of order 8 are of order Gc we find that all 

our lower limits are in the range 10-100 TeV, Needless to say, there 

are many other generation-changing processes '- + -' '+ " (fJ e + e fJ', T +fJY, E + pefJ, 

etc). However, all processes except for the six we discussed here, 

yield much poorer limits. 

The relative significance of our limits depends on the values of 

the 8-angles. The only mixing angle we know is the Cabibbo angle, 

but it does not appear in any of our bounds. In principle . fl. or ~ 

(or both) could vanish. In such a case, some of our limits would 

become trivial. Consequently, we believe that the two 6G = 0 

processes ~-+l/e+ and K+ -+ 'lte-fJ+ provide us with the finnest and 

the least model-dependent bounds. While the ~ -+ /e+ limit assumes 

that the horizontal interaction is not a pure vector interaction, the 

limit obtained from K+ -+ 7/ e'~ fJ + is truly "safe". For both C!f these 

processes substantial experimental irnpr0Vements are now possible. 

However, the bounds on ~ vary like the fourth root of the branching 

ratio. Thus a significant improvement of both branching ratios down to 

10-11 would onl)'irnprove the limits on ~ by a factor of 4 or so. 

The limit for the IllG I = 1 nondiagonal process ~ -+ eN is 

also interesting. If ~U - ~ ~6c' we get the strongest limit on 

~ from this process. While it is possible that ~U and ~ 

conspire to rnakethe angle factor very small, it is likely that it is' 

not. In this case, ~ -+ eN may be our best process: 

The limits obtained from the diagonal processes are, of course, 

totally meaningless if all horizontal masses are equal (i.e. 11-2 = 0). 

The I t,G I = 1 prd~esses ]J-+3e and]J -+ eyprovide us, in any case, 

with relatively low limits, considering the real possibility of a 

small 8L. However, if II happens to be of the same order of magnitude 

,:> 
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as M3 and M - (e. g. f>. = M3 = 12M) ! the limit obtained from the 

~ - K~ mass difference is potentially very ,interesting. It depends, 

of course, also on Bn but for D., "M and I3n M 8 c we get the 

strongest limit from this process. Here, however, no experimental 

improvemen-cs, will help. All the uncertainties are purely 

theoretical, including the assumption that the horizontal boson 

contribution may be as large as that of the channed quark contribution 

computed by Gaillard and Lee(16). 

In view of the above remarks we conclude that improved measurements 

of ]IN -+ eN, K+ -+ 7T + e -]J + and ~ -+]Je may prove extremely interesting 

(especially if they reveal non-vanishing rates!) Even if no real effects 

are discovered, substantial improvements of the experimental limits will 

lead to an improved bounds for r.\r These bounds are already 

interesting because they penetrate the multi-TeV region where the 

next level of inter-generation physics may lie. Raising the limits 

on ~ beyond 100 TeV could prove to be a significant constraint 

on future explicit models, 

Quite aside ,from our remarks, it is, of course, extremely 

, important to push the experimental limits on all rare process, as 

hard as one can. The study of such processes, including our six 

reactions as well as proton decay and other esoteric processes, 

is almost the only experimental way of probing the physics which 

lies beyond the standard SU(3)c x SU(2)w x U(l) gauge theory of 

the strong, electromagnetic and weak interactions. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. (a) Coherent)J to e conversion by If exchange with a 

nucleuS. Only the leptonic vertex is generation~ 

changing. 

(b) The decay K+ ~ n+ )J+ e- which conserves G. 

(c) The decay )J- ~ e-e-e+ is 16GI = 1. The process is. 

diagonal in that the horizontal boson connects to the 

same horizontal doublet (~) at both ends. 

(d) The non-diagonal, 16GI = 0 decay KO ~ ~+e~. 

(e) The 16GI = 2 interaction which can contribute to the 

KL - KS mass difference .. 

Fig, 2. The two diagrams which contribute to )J ~ ey, according to 

Eq. (41). 
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TABLES 

Table I: Classification of some rare generation-changing processes 

according to 6 G Diagonal and non-diagonal processes are disting-

uished. Diagonal 6 G = 0 processes are allowed and are of no 

interest to us here. The amplitude for a given 6 G is of order 

S16G I where S is a small generation-mixing angle. We list 

only processes involving the first two generations. 

Diagonal Non-Diagonal 

6G 0 Allowed If. -+ ell +. K+ -+ + - + = 7T e II L 1 

16Gl = 1 II -+ 3e; II -+ ey II - N -+ e-N 

16 Gl 2 6M(Ks - KL)j 
+ - - + + + + -= ].I e -+ ].Ie K -+7Te].l 

, 
--~ 

Table II: Limits on horizontal boson masses for non-diagonal 

processes, assuming equal masses for horizontal bosons. 

Process 16G I Lower limit for lI'H 
., nteractlon used 

or estimate 

If. + + L -+].1 e- 0 36 TeV x (gfi gw) V - A 

+ + - + K-+ 7T e ].I 0 18 TeVx(gfigw) V 

j.l-N -+ e-N I 8STeV x (gfigw) Is~lrSin8J' V I 
"---- - I 

Table III: Limits on the mass parameter 6 from 16Gl 1 0 

-2 -2 --2 
diagonal process. 6 = M3 - M in an SU(2)H model with H± 

. an~ H3 having masses M and· M3, respectively. 

Process 16Gl Lower limit for 6 InteractIon use( 
forestimcite 

].I-+3e 1 
k 

13 .TeV x (gH!gWlsinSL cosSr,12 V - A 

].I-+ey 1. Il.TeVx (gH/g~lsinSLcos~I'2 V 

~(KS - K£) 2 4~O_TeV x ~H/gw) srn~ V - A I 

~ ~ 
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